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Superconducting nanowires, a mature technology originally developed for quantum sensing, can
be used as a target and sensor with which to search for dark matter interactions with electrons.
Here we report on a 180-hour measurement of a tungsten silicide superconducting nanowire device
with a mass of 4.3 nanograms. We use this to place new constraints on dark matter–electron
interactions, including the strongest terrestrial constraints to date on sub-MeV (sub-eV) dark matter
that interacts with electrons via scattering (absorption) processes.

I. INTRODUCTION

The identity of the dark matter (DM) in the Uni-
verse remains one of the biggest mysteries of modern
physics. After decades of theoretical and experimental
focus on DM at the electroweak scale, attention has re-
cently shifted to lighter masses, with sub-GeV DM cap-
turing the limelight from both the theoretical [1–37] and
experimental [38–51] perspectives. Direct detection of
sub-GeV DM requires detectors with much lower thresh-
olds than traditional experiments, and this has motivated
the development of many novel detection techniques.
Among the proposed detectors, superconductors [5, 6, 24]
stand out: due to their exceptionally small band gaps of
O(meV) and correspondingly small detection thresholds,
these materials are capable of detecting light sub-MeV
DM. In principle, they are sensitive to the scattering (ab-
sorption) of DM with mass as light as ∼1 keV (∼1 meV).

Realizing the full potential of superconducting detec-
tors for DM will require additional technological devel-
opments [52]. However, existing devices being used for
other applications can already play a meaningful role for
dark matter detection. Superconducting nanowire single-
photon detectors (SNSPDs) are one such established sen-
sor technology, with numerous applications from quan-
tum sensing to telecommunications (see e.g. Refs. [53–
55]). These devices are sensitive to the deposit of ex-
tremely small amounts of energy, with proven sub-eV
thresholds and low dark count rates [24, 56–63] and po-
tential to measure the spectrum of energy deposits [64].
Under certain conditions, they may even be sensitive
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FIG. 1. SEM images of the prototype WSi SNSPD device
taken at different magnifications. Left: the entire device with
two contact pads and active area of 400 µm by 400 µm. Top
right: View of the detector area in the center. Bottom right:
Several individual nanowires.

to the direction of the deposited momentum [65]. In
Ref. [24], we proposed to apply this mature technology
for the first time to the DM hunt by using the SNSPDs
simultaneously as the target and for readout: i.e., the
SNSPD is both the material with which DM interacts
and the sensor that registers the deposited energy and
momentum.

In this work, we report on a 180-hour measurement
performed with a prototype SNSPD device that we use
to place new bounds on DM, including the strongest ter-
restrial constraints to date on dark matter with sub-MeV
(or sub-eV) masses that scatters with (or is absorbed
by) electrons. For the first time, we evaluate bounds us-
ing a novel theoretical framework that accounts for the
many-body physics of the detector and includes an en-
hancement due to the thin-layer geometry. Our results
represent novel constraints on DM interactions from a
superconducting detector system, realizing prospects en-
visioned nearly a decade ago and providing a new driver
for the development of quantum sensing technology. We
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FIG. 2. Schematic cross section of a single nanowire. Layers
are not drawn to scale.

present a roadmap for the development of future experi-
ments and demonstrate the prospects for SNSPDs to lead
exploration of the light DM parameter space. Through-
out this work we use natural units, where c = h̄ = 1.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

SNSPDs operate by maintaining a bias current in a
superconducting nanowire, keeping the device in the su-
perconducting phase very near the edge of the super-
conducting transition. Under these conditions, any de-
posited energy above threshold can cause a portion of
the device to undergo a transition to the normal metal
phase, locally increasing the resistance of the wire. This
results in a brief but significant voltage pulse that can
be amplified and then read out. Typical events produce
pulses with an amplitude of order 1 mV lasting for several
nanoseconds for absorbed energy ranging from 0.1 meV
to 10 eV. Further information on energy thresholds and
calibration can be found in Ref. [66].

Scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of our
prototype device are shown in Fig. 1. The device is a
square array of nanowires measuring 400 µm on a side,
with two contact pads for the readout electronics. Each
nanowire in the array measures 140 nm in width, and the
spacing between each wire and the next is 200 nm, cor-
responding to a pitch of 340 nm. Each nanowire consists
of several layers, illustrated in Fig. 2. The thin tung-
sten silicide (WSi) layer is the active detector layer, but
the other layers still modify the detector response to de-
posited energy and momentum, as we discuss below. The
device was fabricated from a 7 nm-thick WSi film which
was sputtered on a 150 nm-thick thermal silicon oxide
film on a silicon substrate at room temperature with RF
co-sputtering. Additionally, a thin 2 nm Si layer was de-
posited on top of the WSi film in-situ to prevent oxida-
tion of the superconductor. A layer of ZEP520A, a high
performance positive tone electron beam resist, was spin-
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FIG. 3. Sketch of the experimental setup. The prototype
device was embedded in a light-tight box and cooled to a
temperature of 0.3 K. The high-frequency signal was carried
out of the cryostat though a low-noise cryogenic amplifier to
the read-out, while the DC path was connected to a low-noise
voltage source. A low-temperature bias tee decoupled the
high-frequency path from the DC bias path at the 3 K stage.

coated onto the chip at 5000 rpm, which ensured a thick-
ness of 335 nm. The ZEP520A pattern was then trans-
ferred to the WSi by reactive ion etching in CF4 at 50 W.
The ZEP520A thickness is estimated to be 250 nm after
etching and is left on the top surface. The prototype de-
vice is contained inside a light-tight box at 0.3 K as shown
in Fig. 3. The signal was amplified at the 3 K stage by
cryogenic low-noise amplifiers with a total gain of 56 dB
and then sent to a pulse counter. To minimize the effect
of blackbody illumination, the optical path was discon-
nected. The cryostat also has several layers of shielding
at the 3 K and 40 K stages. For the science run, the bias
current was fixed to 4.5 µA, and the device was exposed
for 180 hours, with four dark counts observed. The device
threshold is at most 0.73 eV. The observed dark counts
may be due to cosmic ray muons, Cherenkov photons
generated in the optical setup, or high-energy particles
excited by radioactive decay events. The data is further
described in Ref. [67], which studies DM absorption in a
haloscope configuration.

We use this data to set world-leading bounds on DM–
electron interactions, as explained below.

III. DM INTERACTION RATE

The concept of our experiment is that local DM parti-
cles may interact with the electrons in an SNSPD. In this
case, a DM particle may occasionally exchange sufficient
energy with these electrons to overcome the threshold of
the detector, producing a count in the device when no
other sources are present. In order to translate rate mea-
surements of an SNSPD device to bounds on the DM–
electron interactions, for both scattering and absorption
processes, it is necessary to compute the rates of these
processes in the detector.

For small energy and momentum transfers, electrons in
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FIG. 4. New constraints and updated expected reach for DM–electron scattering in SNSPDs via light (left panel) and
heavy (right panel) mediators at 95% C.L. as a function of DM mass. The shaded blue region indicates the new bound
placed by our prototype device with 4.3 ng exposed for 180 hours with four dark counts observed. The dot-dashed blue curve
indicates results from our previous run [24] with an exposure of 10 000 seconds, now updated to include in-medium effects.
Other curves show the projected reach for WSi, NbN, or Al targets with the indicated exposures and thresholds, assuming
that sources of dark counts are eliminated. Solid curves conservatively neglect thin-layer enhancements. Dashed curves include
these enhancements following Ref. [68]. Dotted curves conservatively include estimated effects of dissipation in neighboring
layers (see text). The 177 µg exposure corresponds to a 10 cm × 10 cm area of NbN at 4 nm thickness and a 50% fill factor,
and 248 (124) meV threshold corresponds to a 5 (10) µm wavelength. In shaded gray we show the existing constraints from
SENSEI [49], SuperCDMS HVeV [51], DAMIC [47], Xenon10 [14], DarkSide-50 [43], and Xenon1T [48].

the detector cannot be considered free particles, and the
many-body physics of the target material becomes impor-
tant. We compute the DM interaction rates using a new
theoretical method recently developed by Ref. [69] (see
also Ref. [70]). This technique is based on the dielectric
response of the target material and naturally incorpo-
rates the many-body physics of the detector, eliminating
substantial uncertainties associated with first-principles
approaches. The key input quantity, the dielectric func-
tion, can be either measured experimentally or computed
theoretically using established models from condensed
matter physics.

Refs. [69, 70] determine the DM interaction rate as-
suming a bulk volume for the target. However, each unit
of our prototype detector is composed of a stack of thin
layers of different materials, as illustrated in Fig. 2. For
a low-dimensional target system, or for heterogeneous
systems with interfaces, the dielectric response of the de-
tector is different from that of a bulk sample of material,
and these differences should be accounted for in the rate.
These effects are newly explored in Ref. [68], which de-
rives the DM interaction rate in a thin layer. In partic-
ular, if the layer width is small compared to the inverse
momentum transfer in the interaction, the response of
the layer itself is significantly modified, and features a
new resonance for small energy deposits. Thus, the DM
scattering rate per unit volume for a thin layer can be
enhanced significantly with respect to a bulk detector.

Preliminary estimates suggest that the absorption rate
is subject to even larger enhancements, but the approach

of Ref. [68] cannot be directly applied in this kinematic
regime, where the deposited momentum is much smaller
than the deposited energy. We do not quantify this en-
hancement in this work, but leave this as a task for future
experimental characterization.

The thin-layer interaction rate derived by Ref. [68]
assumes that the detector layer is the only dissipative
component of the system, such that energy deposited in
any other layer is eventually dissipated there. However,
experimental characterization of our prototype detector
suggests that dissipation in the other layers is in fact sig-
nificant: only large deposits far above the threshold in
the other layers produce measurable events in the WSi
layer. Thus, in what follows, we also show a conserva-
tive result that includes dissipation in all layers, and ne-
glects deposits outside the detector layer. Further details
are given in Appendix B. Our treatment yields a conser-
vative bound on DM–electron interactions compared to
what could be achieved with more complete knowledge
of the prototype device response. Future study of the
prototype nanowire to accurately characterize sensitivity
to energy deposits outside the WSi layer, as a function of
their magnitude and location, will allow for even stronger
DM limits.

We consider both DM scattering and absorption pro-
cesses. For DM scattering, we place limits on the DM–
electron scattering cross section. These hold for any spin-
independent interaction that couples the DM to the elec-
tron density [69], including both scalar and vector media-
tors. For DM absorption, we consider a relic dark photon
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FIG. 5. New constraints and updated expected reach for
DM absorption in SNSPDs as a function of DM mass, for a
relic kinetically mixed dark photon. As in Fig. 4, the shaded
blue region indicates the new bound at 95% C.L., and other
solid curves indicate projections for future experiments, ne-
glecting possible geometric effects. The shaded gray region
shows existing terrestrial constraints from Xenon data [71],
SuperCDMS [42], DAMIC [47], EDELWEISS [50], FUNK [72]
and SENSEI [49], while the yellow region indicates model-
dependent stellar bounds [71, 73, 74].

and place limits on the kinetic mixing parameter κ. (See
Appendix A for model details.)

IV. RESULTS

Our new constraints are summarized in Fig. 4 for DM–
electron scattering with light and heavy mediators (left
and right panels, respectively), and in Fig. 5 for DM
absorption. Existing terrestrial constraints are shown
in shaded gray, and model-dependent stellar constraints
are shown in yellow. (Other model-dependent cosmo-
logical constraints may also apply; see e.g. Refs. [75–
77].) Our previous nanowire bounds [24], updated to
incorporate in-medium effects via the dielectric formal-
ism, are indicated by dot-dashed blue curves. Notably,
our prototype detector already provides the strongest
constraints to date on the electronic interactions of sub-
MeV (sub-eV) DM via scattering (absorption) processes,
with an exposure of only 4.3 ng × 180 h or equivalently
8.8× 10−14 kg yr. We also show projections for future
SNSPD experiments with larger exposures in NbN and
Al detectors. All bounds and projections are given at
95% confidence level (C.L.) for one-sided Poisson statis-
tics and computed using the Lindhard model for the di-
electric function [78], which agrees well with available
measurements at zero momentum transfer.

Scattering results are shown in terms of a reference

cross section σ̄e = 1
πµ

2
eχg

2
eg

2
χ

[
(αEMme)

2 +m2
φ

]−2
, where

µeχ is the reduced mass of the DM–electron system; ge
and gχ are the couplings of the mediator to the elec-
tron and DM, respectively; and αEM ≈ 1/137 is the
fine structure constant. Absorption results are shown
in terms of the size of the kinetic mixing κ of a dark
photon—essentially its coupling to the electromagnetic
current. We take the Fermi energy EF to be 7 eV in
both WSi and NbN, and we take the densities to be
9.3 g/cm3 and 8.4 g/cm3, respectively. The Fermi en-
ergy and density of Al are taken to be 11.7 eV and
2.7 g/cm3, respectively. We assume a local DM den-
sity of 0.3 GeV/cm3 with velocities distributed according
to the Standard Halo Model, i.e., with probability den-
sity fχ(v) ∝ Θ(vesc − |v|) exp

[
−(v + vE)2/v20

]
. We take

v0 = 220 km/s, vE = 232 km/s, and vesc = 550 km/s.

The impressive reach for scattering and absorption at
the smallest masses is due to the low device thresh-
old of 0.73 eV, assisted by its low dark count rate.
Future realizations of this experiment may be able
to achieve substantially lower thresholds, sensitive to
much lower masses. The projections for the reach of
future NbN detectors assume thresholds of 248 and
124 meV, which would extend the experimental reach
to DM masses of order 50–100 keV. Indeed, sensitiv-
ity at the 10 µm-wavelength scale—corresponding to a
124 meV threshold—has already been demonstrated in
SNSPDs [56]. We also show the projected reach for a
superconducting Al detector with a 10 meV threshold.
Such a detector would be capable of detecting DM with
mass of order ∼keV, below which structure formation
considerations rule out fermionic DM [79–81].

Solid curves are computed neglecting thin-layer effects,
i.e., treating the detector as a bulk volume. Dashed and
dotted curves show the projections including these ef-
fects: dashed curves neglect dissipation in the other lay-
ers, following Ref. [68], while dotted lines incorporate
this dissipation in the most conservative form. (See Ap-
pendix B for details.) Geometric effects do not signif-
icantly affect the reach of the constraints for the cur-
rent experimental configuration, but these effects are an
important consideration for future experimental design:
thin-layer effects were not exploited in the original design
of the prototype, and have arisen incidentally from the
necessarily low-dimensional structure of SNSPDs. Sensi-
tivity of the WSi detector layer to deposits in other layers
of the device may allow for enhanced reach even at high
DM masses, effectively increasing the detector volume.
Such sensitivity may be possible for deposits far above
threshold, and could be quantified experimentally. De-
liberate optimization of the target geometry may enable
even more significant enhancements, particularly in the
absorption rate.

The geometric effects included in this work are esti-
mated in a simplified framework. We do not quantify
the geometric effects on the absorption rate here, and in
the case of scattering, additional corrections may arise
from the lower layers of the geometry in Fig. 2 or from
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local-field corrections [82, 83]. The accurate impact of
the geometry of the device on the DM interaction rate
can be quantified experimentally in a robust manner, and
is expected to further improve the reach.

V. DISCUSSION

We have reported on a new search for DM–electron
scattering and absorption in a prototype SNSPD detec-
tor. Our results place the strongest terrestrial constraints
to date on DM–electron interactions for sub-MeV (sub-
eV) masses for scattering (absorption) processes. This is
the first time that superconducting detectors have been
used to probe unconstrained parameter space for DM
scattering, a crucial milestone in the program of light
DM searches that heralds significant collaboration be-
tween the DM and quantum-sensing communities. The
constraints presented in this work are computed using the
dielectric function formalism, accounting for the many-
body physics of the detector material, and we have also
accounted for geometric effects that can significantly en-
hance the predicted DM interaction rate.

Our small-scale prototype is able to exceed previous
experimental constraints thanks to the remarkably low
0.73 eV threshold of the SNSPD detector, along with
its extremely low dark count rate. Future iterations of
this experiment promise to reach even lower thresholds
with even lower dark count rates. At present, we place
constraints on DM interactions assuming that the dark
counts are due to backgrounds. In the future, experi-
mental improvements will allow the use of rate modu-
lation [84, 85] and possibly even spectroscopic measure-
ments [64] to differentiate between backgrounds and a
DM signal. The SNSPD platform is being heavily devel-
oped for numerous applications in quantum sensing and
precision metrology, and given the rapid pace of develop-
ment, Figs. 4 and 5 can be treated as a realistic indication
of the reach of future experiments. The Al projections,
with their 10 meV thresholds, represent an ambitious tar-
get: achieving such thresholds will require considerable
technological development, but there is no fundamental
obstacle to constructing such a device.

An additional important challenge is to scale the pro-
totype device to a large-scale experiment. Thus far,
SNSPD devices are small: our nanogram-scale prototype
is typical. Sensitivity to cross sections as small as those
probed by experiments at higher DM masses will require
significantly larger detectors at the gram scale and be-
yond. While the electron lithography techniques used
to fabricate our prototype do not scale easily to larger
devices, it is possible that optical lithography or other
technologies would enable the production of a larger de-
tector.

Finally, future experiments will be in a position to
leverage geometric enhancements to the interaction rate.
Our prototype detector was designed to demonstrate the
capabilities of SNSPDs for DM detection with existing

technology and fabrication techniques, and such geomet-
ric enhancements were not a design consideration. How-
ever, the theoretical methods introduced by Refs. [68–
70] make it possible to accurately compute these geo-
metric effects when designing future detectors. The phe-
nomenology of thin layers and interfaces has been stud-
ied thoroughly in the condensed matter literature, and
this should allow for the fabrication of designer materi-
als or heterostructures with highly customized dielectric
responses. Such materials could feature even larger geo-
metric enhancements to the DM interaction rate, allow-
ing near-future experiments to delve deep into uncharted
parameter space.
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Appendix A: DM interaction rate

We compute the rate of DM–electron scattering and
absorption events using the recently-developed loss func-
tion formalism [69, 86] (sometimes called the dielectric
formalism). This calculation is conceptually different
from most experimental reach projections in the liter-
ature.

1. Loss function formalism

In the traditional approach, the DM scattering rate
is computed from the microphysical scattering cross sec-
tion between a DM particle and a single free electron.
However, in the relevant range of energy and momentum
transfers, electrons in detectors are generally not free.
This is simultaneously an advantage and a difficulty for
electron recoil experiments: on the one hand, DM scat-
tering can induce transitions between electronic eigen-
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states whose kinematics are more favorable for detection.
On the other hand, predicting the rate involves additional
complications. In principle, to predict the DM scattering
rate, one should compute transition rates between eigen-
states of the material, but predicting the corresponding
electronic wavefunctions is very challenging. In-medium
effects can screen the DM–electron interaction, and other
complicated many-body effects can modify the rate in ei-
ther direction. Recent calculations account for these ef-
fects from first principles using sophisticated techniques
such as density functional theory. However, the projected
DM scattering rate is then subject to significant uncer-
tainty associated with the modeling of the target mate-
rial.

The recently-developed loss function formalism [69,
86], eliminates these uncertainties and provides a uni-
versal interpretation for in-medium effects across a wide
variety of DM models. This approach is based on the
fact that the response of the material to a deposited
energy ω and momentum transfer q is independent of
the nature of the interaction, as long as the interac-
tion is weak and couples to the electron density. Under
these conditions, the scattering rate can be written in
terms of the non-relativistic interaction potential and a
response function that characterizes the physics of the
material. The response function W for scattering and
absorption is known as the loss function, and can be
written in terms of the complex dielectric function ε as
W[ε](q, ω) = Im[−1/ε(q, ω)]. In terms of the loss func-
tion, the scattering rate becomes

Γ =

∫
d3q

(2π)3
|V (q)|2

[
2
q2

e2
W[ε](q, ω)

]
, (A1)

where V (q) is the DM–electron interaction potential, e
is the charge of the electron, and ωq = q ·vχ− q2/(2mχ),
with vχ and mχ the DM velocity and mass, respectively.

The advantage of this approach is that the dielectric
function has been studied extensively in the condensed
matter literature as a key determinant of materials’ op-
tical properties [78]. In particular, W can be measured
experimentally, removing all of the uncertainties asso-
ciated with the material physics of the target system.
Moreover, there are several established models that can
approximate the dielectric function in different regimes
of energy and momentum transfer. Thus, even in the
absence of experimental data for a particular target ma-
terial, it is possible to quickly and accurately predict the
DM scattering rate including all in-medium effects.

In Eq. (A1), the physics of the target material is sep-
arated from the physics of the DM–electron interaction,
and the latter enters only through the non-relativistic
interaction potential V (q). For a spin-independent in-
teraction, the scattering rate is independent of any other
details of the interaction structure: the non-relativistic
interaction potential in Eq. (A1) takes the form V (q) =
gχge/(q

2 +m2
φ), where gχ and ge are the couplings of the

mediator to the DM and the electron, respectively; and

mφ is the mediator mass, whether a scalar or a vector.
The influence of the microphysical DM–electron interac-
tion on the overall scattering rate is thus limited to the
mediator mass and effective couplings. In particular, the
response of the material does not depend on the nature of
the interaction. With the interaction potential as above,
the total event rate at fixed ω can be written in the form

R =
2ρχg

2
χg

2
e

e2ρDmχ

∫
d3q

(2π)3
1

q3

∫
dω fχ [v(q, ω)] W[ε](q, ω) ,

(A2)
where ρD is the detector density, ρχ is the local DM den-
sity, fχ is the DM velocity distribution, and v(q, ω) ≡
ω/q + q/(2mχ).

This reorganization of the scattering rate calculation
has clarified significant confusion in earlier literature re-
garding the dependence of in-medium effects on the na-
ture of the DM–electron interaction. Ref. [6] observed
that in the case of a kinetically-mixed dark photon, the
material response screens the interaction in exactly the
same way that conductors screen applied electric fields.
Later, Ref. [35] pointed out that a similar effect can be
derived in the case of a scalar-mediated interaction (see
also Ref. [87]). The loss function formalism demonstrates
immediately that the material response is identical for
any spin-independent interaction that couples to electron
density, and thus the same calculation applies whether
the mediator is a scalar or a vector.

Moreover, since any such interaction exhibits the same
material response, the response function can be mea-
sured with electromagnetic interactions in the laboratory
and then applied to predict scattering rates for DM–
electron interactions. Although laboratory probes cou-
ple to the charge density rather than the electron den-
sity, energy losses in this regime are generally dominated
by electronic interactions, and thus the experimentally-
measured dielectric function is a very good approxima-
tion of the material response to DM scattering. The di-
electric function, in turn, has been studied thoroughly
in the condensed matter literature, and there are several
established models that can approximate the dielectric
function in different regimes of energy and momentum
transfer. Thus, even in the absence of experimental data
for a particular target material, it is possible to quickly
and accurately predict the DM scattering rate including
all in-medium effects.

Studying DM scattering with the dielectric function
makes it possible to classify the different types of in-
medium effects in the same language used by the con-
densed matter community. The screening of the inter-
action, for instance, is identical to screening in ordinary
electromagnetism: a perturbation in the charge density
induces subsequent fluctuations which partially cancel
the applied potential. Less trivial phenomena are also
naturally accommodated in this language. In partic-
ular, typical metals exhibit a resonance at non-zero ω
and small q corresponding to the excitation of plasmons
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[78]. Plasmons are eigenstates of the material that arise
only as collective modes in the charge density. Thus, al-
though the plasmon resonance can dramatically enhance
the scattering rate, it is invisible in the single-particle for-
malism. The dielectric formalism includes plasmons au-
tomatically: the standard analytical approximations to
the dielectric function account for such resonances, and,
of course, experimental measurements naturally include
all collective modes that contribute to the scattering rate.

The loss function is readily measured by X-ray or elec-
tron scattering in the relevant regime of energy and mo-
mentum transfers. However, to our knowledge, no data is
yet available for the loss function in WSi at the relevant
values of q and ω. Therefore, in this work, we com-
pute the loss function using the well established Lind-
hard model [78]. In the Lindhard model, also known as
the random phase approximation or the free electron gas
model, the loss function can be written in closed form in
the low-temperature limit as

εL(q, ω) = 1 +
3ω2

p

q2v2F

{
1

2
+
kF
4q

(
1−Q2

−
)

Log

(
Q− + 1

Q− − 1

)
+
kF
4q

(
1−Q2

+

)
Log

(
Q+ + 1

Q+ − 1

)}
, (A3)

where ωp = (4παne/me)
1/2 is the plasma frequency, for

ne the number density of electrons; kF is the Fermi
momentum; vF = kF/me is the Fermi velocity; and
Q± = q/(2kF)± ω/(qvF). The Lindhard dielectric func-
tion exhibits a resonance at the plasma frequency ωp. In
the form above, this resonance is present but infinitely
narrow. A non-zero width is obtained under the replace-
ment ω → ω+ i/τ , where the excitation lifetime τ can be
fitted to experimental data. Such a width may enhance
the loss function at deposits very far from the peak of the
resonance [69]. In this work, we estimate 1/τ = 1

10ωp, a
typical width for a metal.

Each nanowire contains layers of Si and SiO2 in ad-
dition to WSi. While these layers do not enter into the
scattering rate of Eq. (A1), they do play a role in the thin-
layer effects discussed below. The dielectric function of
Si can be approximated using the Lindhard model with
EF = 18.9 eV, which originates from a phenomenological
fit [69]. For SiO2, we use the fit provided by Ref. [88]. We
model the ZEP520A top layer with a constant and real
dielectric function, taking the (real) index of refraction
to be ∼1.5.

The loss function formalism can also be used to predict
absorption rates. For absorption, we consider a fiducial
theory of a dark photon A′µ, with field strength F ′µν ≡

∂µA
′
ν−∂νA′µ, kinetically mixed with the Standard Model

photon. That is, we assume a Lagrangian of the form

L ⊃ −1
2κFµνF

′µν . (A4)

The absorption rate per unit volume can then be written
as

ΓA = κ2mχW(pχ,mχ) , (A5)

where mχ is the DM mass and pχ is the momentum of
the incoming DM particle. The kinetic mixing parameter
κ is the quantity that we bound in our experiment (see
Fig. 5).

We model the DM velocity distribution fχ using the
Standard Halo Model, with a distribution function of the
form fχ(v) ∝ Θ(vesc−|v|) exp

[
−(v + vE)2/v20

]
and with

parameter values v0 = 220 km/s, vE = 232 km/s, and
vesc = 550 km/s. However, to compute the bulk interac-
tion rate on equal footing with the thin-layer interaction
rate, we modify this approach slightly. The thin-layer
rate depends not only on the DM speed, but on the direc-
tion of vχ with respect to the plane of the layer. There-
fore, following Ref. [68], we compute the interaction rate
using the component of the DM velocity along a fixed
axis, averaging over orientations with respect to the DM
halo. This produces a DM speed distribution of the form

fχ(v) ∝





π1/2

4

[
erf
(
vE−v
v0

)
+ erf

(
vE+v
v0

)]
− exp

(
−vesc/v20

)
v < vesc − vE

π1/2

4

[
erf
(
vesc
v0

)
+ erf

(
vE−v
v0

)]
− vE+vesc−v

2v0
exp

(
−v2esc/v20

)
vesc − vE < v < vesc + vE

0 v > vesc + vE.

(A6)

We use this distribution for both the bulk and thin-layer
rate computations.

Appendix B: Geometric enhancement to the
interaction rate

The rate of Eq. (A1) is written in a form appropri-
ate for the scattering rate in a bulk volume. However,
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for thin layers, the dielectric response of the detector is
different from that of a bulk sample of material. In par-
ticular, the relationship between the scattering rate and
the dielectric function is modified: W[ε] is replaced by a
new response function V[ε]. This can significantly influ-
ence the DM interaction rate. This thin-layer response
function can still be measured experimentally, but in the
absence of experimental data, it is also possible to predict
V[ε] given a model for the dielectric function ε.

These effects are newly explored in Ref. [68]. Ref. [68]
derives a function R[ε] such that V = 1

d Re(R), where d
is the thickness of the detector layer (WSi in our proto-
type), and shows that the scattering rate per unit vol-
ume is exactly as given in Eq. (A1) with the replace-
ment W → V. The response function V is determined
by solving the Poisson equation subject to the appro-
priate boundary conditions for a perturbing source with
charge density ρ = ρ0e

i(q·x−ωt) and evaluating the time-
averaged power deposited in each layer. Schematically,
one makes the ansatz φ = ψ(z)ei(q·x−ωt), where z is the
coordinate normal to the layers. Then the Poisson equa-
tion reduces to an equation for ψ(z), with the form

−q2ψ(z) + 2iqzψ
′(z) + ψ′′(z) = −ρ0/ε(z). (B1)

After imposing the appropriate boundary conditions and
solving for ψ, the thin-layer loss function can be written
as

V =
q2

d
Re

[
−i1
ρ

∫
dz

(
iψ(z) +

qz
q2
ψ′(z)

)]
. (B2)

Note that the integral in Eq. (B2) is taken over all space,
and the integrand has support outside the detector layer.

For a layer of thickness d � q, the resonance at the
plasma frequency is suppressed compared to the bulk
loss function. However, the thin-layer loss function ex-
hibits a second resonance at smaller deposits, at ω ∼
(qd/2)1/2ωp, in the most important kinematic regime for
light DM scattering. Thus, the DM scattering rate per
unit volume for a thin layer can be enhanced significantly
with respect to a bulk detector. Like the loss function
W, the thin-layer response function V is measurable for
a particular target system.

One can make a first estimate of the geometric en-
hancements to absorption by assuming that the relation-
ship between absorption and scattering is preserved, i.e.,
that the bulk response function W in Eq. (A5) can also

be replaced with the thin-layer response function V. An
estimate carried out in this manner suggests that the ab-
sorption rate can be enhanced by one or two orders of
magnitude in some regimes. However, Eq. (B2) is de-
rived under the assumption that the momentum transfer
q is much larger than the deposited energy ω, which is
not the case for absorption. Thus, we do not show thin-
layer curves in Fig. 5, and leave a quantitative treatment
to future work.

In the absence of experimental data, we use the calcu-
lation of Ref. [68] to assess the relevance of the detector
geometry to the DM scattering rate, considering only the
WSi detector layer and the immediately adjacent SiO2

layers. This calculation requires the dielectric function ε
to be purely real outside the detector layer, meaning that
these layers are dissipationless. We enforce this condition
by explicitly taking the real part of ε outside the detec-
tor layer. This approximation is valuable to highlight
a unique effect that takes place when the detector layer
is much more strongly dissipative than the other layers:
in this case, deposits in those other layers must be con-
ducted to the detector layer before they can dissipate.
This means that the detector is sensitive to deposits far
from the detector layer, dramatically enhancing the ef-
fective volume of the system. This is also the reason for
the integral in Eq. (B2) to be extended over all space.
Indeed, in the presence of dissipation in all space, this
integral would diverge.

However, in our prototype, dissipation in the other
layers is in fact non-negligible. Preliminary experimen-
tal results suggest that a deposit in another layer must
be above the threshold by a factor of O(100) in order
to reliably trigger the SNSPD, and understanding the
effective available detector volume as a function of the
deposited energy requires more detailed laboratory char-
acterization. We thus show an additional conservative
benchmark (dotted curves in Fig. 4) in which the di-
electric function is allowed to be complex everywhere,
but only deposits within the WSi detector layer are in-
cluded, i.e. the domain of the integral in Eq. (B2) is
restricted. In addition to the SiO2 layers, we include
the ZEP520A layer, treating it as semi-infinite in extent.
This simplistic estimate demonstrates that when ε is al-
lowed to be complex everywhere, the scattering rate is
enhanced even when deposits outside the detector layer
are neglected. Ultimately, direct experimental charac-
terization can eliminate uncertainty in our treatment of
geometric effects for both scattering and absorption.
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